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Control Daring Fitness Insight Presence Reason 

Disciplines 
Command Conn Security Engineering Science Medicine 

Focuses: 
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Special Rules 
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	Designed By: Claude Renaud
	Image2_af_image: 
	NPC Type: [(Notable NPC)]
	Text2: mngwa
	Command: 4
	Conn: 3
	Security: 5
	Engineering: 2
	Science: 2
	Medicine: --
	Control: 12
	Daring: 8
	Fitness: 9
	Insight: 3
	Presence: 3
	Reason: 2
	Resistance: 3 vs All (Thick Hide)
	Stress: 14
	Focuses: Ambush Predator, Stealth, Carnivorous,
	backstory: They are jungle cats with grey fur with indistinct stripes. Males weigh around 400-670lbs, measure around 3 feet at the shoulder & grow to be around 8-10 feet long but specimens as long as 13 feet have been reported. Females weigh around 220- 368 lbs & are much smaller. It is a ferocious animal & known to kill humanoids. Its tracks are similar to a leopards, but larger.
	Values: 
	0: I eat what I kill.

	SpecialRules: Combat: The mngwa hunts by stalking its prey patiently in the undergrowth & then springs on its prey in ambush. The killing bite is delivered to the nape of the neck if the prey is less than half it's weight; otherwise, it goes for the throat. Improved Grapple: With a successful bite attack. It can then attempt a grapple. If it wins the Opposed task, it establishes a hold & can rake with its rear claws. Expert Climber: They can never lose their balance or be knockdown. They can climb unerringly, even if rushed or threatened. Lower the Difficulty for climbing by 5, min of 0. In other words, they can never fail to climb. 
	Dice1: 8
	Dice2: 7
	Dice4: 0
	Dice3: 5
	CD1: A
	CD2: A
	CD3: A
	CD4: A
	Weap2: Claws x2 (+2 CD, Melee, Vicious 2, Piercing 2)
	Weap3: Rear Claw Rake (+0CD, Melee, Piercing 1)
	Weap4: 
	Weap1: Bite (+3CD, Melee, Vicious 1, Piercing 3)
	Traits: mngwa, 


